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Abstract 

The external shape and internal lumen of flax fibres are investigated using X-ray 

microtomography (µ-CT) and finite element (FE) modelling. µ-CT reveals an intricate 

flax fibre and lumen morphology, with mean porosity contents between 0 and 7.2%. 

The FE model is based on 3D volumes obtained by X-ray µ-CT and tensile testing in 

the elastic domain. Numerical results demonstrate the decrease of stiffness as a 

combined effect of porosity and stress heterogeneity triggered by geometrical 

considerations. Moreover, stress concentrations induced by both surface roughness 

and complex lumen shape were observed, highlighting their possible implication in 

failure mechanisms. However, Young’s moduli are overestimated compared to 

experimental curves and non-linearities are not considered by the rather strong 

hypothesis of this model (linear elastic material: no viscosity, plasticity or damage 

mechanisms taken into account). Future work should include the orientation and 
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reorientation of cellulose microfibrils upon tensile testing, as well as damage 

mechanisms. 

Keywords: Natural fibers, Stress concentrations, Finite element analysis, X-ray 

microtomography 

1. Introduction 

In the present context of growing demand for sustainable resources, plant fibres have 

gained increasing visibility and hold on the market in recent years, as an alternative to synthetic 

fibres such as glass fibres. Indeed, the Nova Institute reported a European production of 

biocomposites of 480,000 tonnes in 2020 [1], among which bast fibres represented 9%. Between 

plant fibres, flax appears as a promising candidate, with environmental advantages compared 

to glass fibres which have already been confirmed by life cycle assessment [2]. However, its use 

at a larger scale for semi-structural products is undermined by several factors, such as the 

difficulty of predicting the quality and thus ensure the reproducibility of its mechanical 

performances. Indeed, the natural character of plant fibres introduces variabilities at different 

levels, imposing great challenges to better understand their structure-mechanical property 

relationship. A distinctive characteristic of most plant fibres compared to glass fibres is the 

presence of a higher dispersion in terms of morphology [3, 4]. However, observations are often 

based on cross-sectional views at a single location along a fibre. For instance, Mattrand et al. [5] 

modelled the scatter in flax fibre and bundle cross-sections based on observation of hundreds of 

flax fibre and bundle cross-sections, providing an efficient tool for future modelling but not 

taking into account the variability of cross-section along the fibres. Moreover, most plant fibres 

present a porous structure composed of a main intrinsic porosity called lumen, which is filled 

with cellular material during the cell life and emptied after the demise of the plant [6, 7], as well 

as smaller internal cavities of a few µm in diameter [8-10]. Regarding the lumen size of flax, 
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mean values ranging from 1.6 % to 6.8 ± 3.5 % can be found in literature [3, 6, 11], highlighting 

intra-fibre variabilities. As for external boundaries such measurements are often based on cross-

sectional observations of fibres or stems embedded in a resin and further image processing, not 

reflecting the possible evolutions along a fibre. Nevertheless, due to the small size of the fibres 

and related experimental difficulties, few studies evidenced the variations of the lumen and 

external boundaries along some flax and hemp fibres thanks to X-ray microtomography (µ-CT) 

[12-14]. In particular, a previous experimental work developed by the co-authors [14] reported 

mean porosity contents between 0.4 and 7.3 % with high variabilities along the different fibres 

investigated, leading to a hypothesized failure scenario under tension involving interactions 

between the defects and intricate lumen size along the fibres. At the composite scale, the central 

lumen has been depicted as a preferential site of crack initiation in flax composites [15], possibly 

due to the creation of stress concentration. A better understanding of the mechanisms at stake 

requires an investigation of the consequences of flax intricate morphology on the mechanical 

properties at the fibre scale, which involves complex experimental set-ups. With this in view, in 

situ tensile testing combined to Synchrotron X-ray µ-CT was undertaken by Beaugrand et al. on 

hemp [12], highlighting a broad range of damage mechanisms involving porosity. However, the 

failure initiation was not addressed as the samples were initially notched. Other failure 

scenarios at the fibre scale are often based on post mortem observations [8, 16], only giving 

partial information on failure initiation and propagation. In this context, numerical modelling 

emerged from the wood area a few decades ago as a powerful and complementary tool to 

decipher the mechanical behaviour of plant fibres [17]. A few authors investigated the link 

between the morphology and mechanical properties of different plant fibres. In particular, 

Gassan et al. [18] compared two elastic models and evidenced an overestimation of the elastic 

modulus of approximately 30% when considering an elliptical structure. The influence of the 

3D geometry of hemp fibres on their tensile behaviours was further investigated in a model 
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developed by Del Masto et al. [19], showing a strong influence of the degree of ellipticity on the 

shape of the nonlinear response. In this study, the variation in cross-section along the fibres was 

not considered and simplified outlines of the fibres were used since both exhibited a minor 

influence on the shape of the tensile response. However, these parameters should not be 

neglected when investigating the failure mechanisms since they might induce stress 

concentrations.  

Therefore, the present work is aiming at deciphering the consequences of the flax fibre intricate 

morphology on its mechanical properties. To achieve this, the finite element method was 

applied on the precisely described fibre volume obtained by X-ray µ-CT in order to access 

global properties such as Young’s modulus, as well as local stress and strain distributions 

induced by the intricate fibre shapes. The general approach is summarized in Figure 1. 

2. Experimental characterization 

2.1. Materials 

Textile flax fibres (Linum usitatissimum) from the Bolchoï variety were provided by Groupe 

Depestele / Teillage Vandecandelaère (Bourguebus, France). The plants were cultivated in 

Normandy (France) in 2017. Fibre extraction was achieved by industrial scutching after a step of 

dew-retting in the field. In addition, two fibres from the Marylin and Drakkar varieties (textile 

flax fibres varieties) and cultivated in 2016 and 2012 respectively, have been used for the X-ray 

µ-CT experiments and included in the numerical study because providing contrasted 

geometries whose mechanical responses to numerical simulation appeared interesting. 

2.2. X-ray microtomography 

X-ray µ-CT was performed using a Xradia 510 Versa tomograph (Zeiss, Marly-le-Roi, France). A 

voxel size as small as 150 nm was reached, and scans were acquired for 4 unitary flax fibres (a, 

b, c and d). Image processing was conducted on resulting scans using the software FIJI 
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(https://fiji.sc/) and the plugin Morpholibj developed by Legland et al. [20]. More details about 

the experimental and image processing parameters can be found in [14]. The aspect ratio is 

defined as the ratio between the major and minor axis of the particle’s fitted ellipse. The aspect 

ratio is here calculated on transversal cross-sections of fibres and should not be confused with 

the aspect ratio of short fibres commonly depicted as their length over the diameter. The 

porosity content is obtained for each fibre transverse cross-section as follows:   

                                                 porosity (%) = 100 * 
∑ ��
∑ ��

                                                                          (1) 

where, for each cross-section, �� represents the voxels corresponding to porosity and �� the 

voxels corresponding to the filled fibre. At a macroscopic scale, the mean porosity content is 

calculated as the average value of the cross-sectional porosities along the fibre considered.  

2.3. Tensile testing 

Tensile testing experiments were carried out on 42 unitary fibres from the Bolchoï variety in a 

MTS machine (MTS System, Créteil, France), operating with a 2N load cell and a displacement 

rate of 1 mm/min, following the norm AFNOR NF T 25-501. The controlled testing environment 

was set to 25 ± 1°C and 48 ± 2 % of relative humidity. The fibres were extracted manually and 

further glued on a paper frame with a gauge length of 10 mm. The cross-sectional areas S were 

determined using a circular idealization, using the following equation:  

                                                                          	 =  � ∗ (�
�

)�                                                                                      (2) 

with d the mean diameter assessed from 6 measurements along each fibre using an optical 

microscope (Leitz DMRB, Leica Microsystems, Nanterre, France) equipped with a Hamamatsu 

digital camera (C11440 ORCA-Flash4.0 LT). The compliance of the system was considered for 

the correction of the cross-head displacement, following the NF T25-501-3 standard. Regarding 

the strain measurements, they are based on the cross-head displacements following the existing 

standard for tensile testing of plant fibres AFNOR NF T 25-501 and we can not exclude 
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drawbacks from the strain measurement method, however it is very difficult to use 

extensometer or DIC methods due to the small size of the fibres (mean diameters between 10 

and 25 µm). Moreover, the stiffness was calculated in the last linear part of each stress-strain 

curve, following the AFNOR standard NF T25-501-3.  

 

3. Numerical model 

3.1. Geometry and meshing  

The binarized images from X-ray µ-CT forming the 3D volumes of the fibres were directly 

meshed using the software Simpleware ScanIP. As the close X-ray absorption properties of the 

different flax fibre sublayers and the very thin thickness of the external layers did not permit 

their differentiation upon X-ray µ-CT, the fibres were considered only made of the main G-

layer, which constitute the thicker cell wall [21, 22]. The meshing elements were tetrahedrons of 

the second order (serendipity elements, quadratic discretization), with 3 degrees of freedom 

(dof) at each node corresponding to the displacements in the x, y and z directions. A 

convergence analysis was performed in order to find the best compromise in terms of 

calculation time / accuracy of the result. The meshing coarseness and voxel size of fibre a was 

varied, leading to a number of dof between 1.1x105 and 6.3x106, and a mean element volume 

between 325x10-3 and 5x10-3 µm3. The accuracy of the results was evaluated based on both the 

error in overall stiffness and stress profiles. A cross-sectional view of the meshing, resulting 

axial stress ��� in the tensile direction and Young’s modulus as a function of the dof can be 

found in Figure 2. In order to accurately represent the porosity content of the fibre and 

therefore the resulting Young’s modulus, as well as a sufficient resolution to capture stress 

concentrations induced by the surface roughness and lumen intricate shape, the third meshing 

coarseness was applied to all fibres, leading to model sizes between 9.105 and 5.106 dof. 
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Moreover, fibres based on the extrusion of the cross-section at one extremity of each volume 

from X-ray tomography were used as a comparison, with no variation of cross-section along 

their length (-NV). Finally, both fibre types were artificially “filled” by image processing (i.e. the 

internal porosities were removed) using the “fill holes” function of FIJI software, and used as a 

comparison to assess the influence of the lumen (-F and -NV-F). In addition to involving real 

fibres, computations are performed on fibre models. These are cylindrical fibres with a diameter 

of 15 µm and a varying lumen content from 0 to 10%. The fibre models were created and 

meshed directly on Comsol software, in order to compare the results and better highlight the 

consequences of the intricate lumen shapes evidenced by X-ray µ-CT. For the meshing, the 

same minimum and maximum element length as defined for fibres meshed with Simpleware 

ScanIP were implemented. 

The length of the fibre with no lumen was varied between 50 µm and 10 mm to assess the 

influence of the same boundary conditions with different fibre lengths on Young’s modulus 

(Figure 3a). The difference in predicted Young’s modulus is negligible between a fibre of 140 

µm in length and a 10 mm fibre, the reference length for experimental tensile testing following 

the norm AFNOR NF T 25-501. Moreover, as observed in Figure 3b, stress concentrations 

induced by the boundary conditions impact less than 10% of the total fibre length. Lengths of 

140 µm will therefore be chosen for the rest of the study in order to establish comparison with 

the fibres from X-ray µ-CT whose scanned lengths are close to 140 µm. The different fibre 

geometries and related parameters are summarized in Table 1.   

3.2. Constitutive law 

The main parameters of the finite element analysis (FEA) used in this chapter are summarized 

in Figure 4. In this first model, the material was considered as linear elastic, neglecting viscous 

and plastic behaviours. Therefore, it follows Hooke’s law:  
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                      ��� = �	���� ∗ ��� and ��� = �	�� ∗ ���        (3) 

where σ is the stress tensor (3x3), ε is the strain tensor (3x3) and 	� the tensor of compliance, a 

6x6 symmetric matrix containing a maximum of 21 independent parameters for an anisotropic 

material. In the coordinate system related to the cellulose microfibrils, the fibre cell wall can be 

seen as a transversely isotropic material, with an axis of symmetry in the direction of the 

microfibrils. Therefore, the elastic compliance tensor can be simplified into the following form:  
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                                   (4) 

The compliance tensor is expressed in the coordinate system related to the microfibrils 

represented in Figure 4, which correspond to the global coordinate system under the 

assumption of a MFA equal to 0. &' and &( are referring to the longitudinal and transverse 

Young’s modulus of the cell wall, )'( and )(( are shear moduli and *(( , *(', *'(  are Poisson’s 

coefficients. The symmetry of the compliance matrix and the following equation induced by the 

transverse isotropy permit to reduce the number of independent variables to 5:  

                )(( =  ��
�∗(�+���)

                    (5) 

The material inputs were chosen in agreement with experimentally determined cellulose 

content and crystallinity for the same flax variety obtained by biochemical analysis and solid 

state 1H CP/MAS Nuclear Magnetic Resonance respectively. More details about the 

experimental characterization can be found in [23]. The elastic properties of the cell walls were 

obtained from their main constituents found in literature [24] using an homogenisation law 
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divided into two consecutive rules of mixtures, following the procedure detailed in the 

appendix. As the lignin content is very low (less than 4% of the dry mass [17, 23]), the matrix 

was considered made of hemicellulose only for the calculations. Moreover, the Poisson’s 

coefficient ν--, which does not influence the tensile behaviour, was arbitrary set to 0.2 [25]. 

3.3. Boundary conditions  

Boundary conditions were applied in order to simulate the experimental tensile testing 

conditions. The upper surface of the fibre was clamped (i.e. displacement at all nodes of the 

surface equal to 0 in all directions), and a displacement d was applied in the direction 3 to the 

nodes of the lower surface as represented in Figure 4, leading to the following equations, with 

.�, .� and .� the displacements in the directions 1, 2 and 3 respectively:   

Upper surface: .� = .� = .� = 0       (6)           Lower surface: .� = .� = 0; .� = d      (7) 

The model is assumed linear elastic, therefore an arbitrary displacement corresponding to 1% 

deformation is applied and the global stress/strain curves are obtained by extrapolation in order 

to compare with experimental data. The study was conducted as a quasi-static simulation with 

a direct solver. The calculations were performed using a high-performance computer equipped 

with 1 TB of RAM and a bisocket architecture operating at 4.4 GHz.  

The average stress and strain values are derived from the reaction forces and imposed 

displacement and thus calculated using the following equations, with /� the reaction force in 

the direction 3, S the surface of the filled fibre, d the displacement imposed and L the fibre 

length. The resulting stress is calculated from the mean between the surface integrals of the 

reaction forces at the nodes of both fibre edges since they have different surface areas. 

             � = �
�

( ∬ 12 (345) 
6(345)

+ ∬ 12 (348) 
6(348)

)        (8) 

� (%) = 100 ∗ �
'

      (9) 
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Following Hooke’s law, Young’s modulus is calculated as the ratio between the resulting 

engineering stress and strain values, and displayed for the different fibres employed in the 

study, as a function of their porosity content. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Morphology of studied flax fibres  

Volumetric quantification of fibre geometries and lumen was conducted on four fibres (a, b, c 

and d) by µ-CT. The variations of aspect ratio and cross-sectional surface areas along filled 

elements (excluding internal porosities) are evidenced in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively.  

Mean fibre external transverse surface areas vary between 54 µm2 and 192 µm2 (Table 2). The 

aspect ratio is relatively constant along fibres b, c, with mean values between 1.04 and 1.26. 

However, fibre a is far from a circular idealization with a mean aspect ratio of 1.48. Variations 

along its length are highlighted by its higher standard deviation than fibres b, c (Figure 6). 

Finally, the fibre d presents an elliptical shape with a mean aspect ratio of 2.07. The porosity 

analysis shows that significant discrepancies are found between fibres (Table 2), with mean 

porosities reported between 0 and 7.2%. Moreover, the porosity content along fibres a, b and c 

varies greatly (Figure 7). Indeed, fibres a and b present porosity content close to zero at a few 

locations along their scanned length, indicating a narrowed lumen at some areas. These intricate 

shapes are further evidenced on the fibre longitudinal views and 3D views of the lumens 

(Figure 7). It should be noted that the lumen can possibly be under the detection limit allowed 

by the 150 nm voxel resolution at these particular areas. Interestingly, the lumen of fibre c is 

barely distinguishable along its length, apart from one particular location where it reaches 

almost 2%. This location, where a cavity adjacent to the lumen is observed, could be the 

consequence of a defect creation. Finally, no lumen was detectable for fibre d, perhaps as a 

consequence of a previous fibre deformation.  
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Few quantifications of the plant fibre porosity have been reported in literature, and even less on 

the impact on the mechanical properties. The values of porosities extracted from µ-CT data in 

this study, from 0 to 7.2% with a mean value of 2.5 ± 2.9% (Table 2), are in the same range as 

literature data for flax, depicting mean porosity content between 1.6 and 6.8% [17]. The inter-

fibre and intra-fibre variability in terms of porosity were further highlighted in Table 2 and 

Figure 7, leading to an intricate lumen shape, in agreement with work conducted on hemp by 

Beaugrand et al [12]. The precise description of the flax intricate shapes and hypothesis on the 

origin of these variabilities are further developed in a previous work conducted by the team 

[14]. The scenario includes variabilities originating from the location of observation along the 

fibres, different stages of the plant cell life, but also related to the processing stages involving 

drying [26-28], retting [29] and mechanical extraction from the stem possibly leading to lumen 

disruption and additional porosity close to defects [9, 10, 30, 31]. Additional experimental work 

would be required to better understand the contribution of the different mechanisms involved 

in the final shaping of the lumen. However, it is not the scope of the present work dedicated to 

investigate the consequences of these intricate fibre shapes on the mechanical properties. 

4.2. Tensile performance of studied flax fibres  

A mean Young’s modulus of 39.3 ± 12.3 GPa, strain at break of 2.24 ± 0.83 and strength of 700 

± 268 MPa are reported. The important standard deviations reveal the dispersion of tensile 

behaviours widely reported for plant fibres. Compared to literature data on specimens tested 

with the same gauge length [32], the tensile properties appear in the average in terms of strain 

at break and in the lower bound in terms of Young’s modulus and strength at break. Various 

sources of experimental and intrinsic variabilities have been widely described in literature [33, 

34]. The differences observed might be explained by intrinsic physical parameters such as the 

fibre biochemical composition, diameter and ultrastructural parameters including the cellulose 

crystallinity and microfibril orientation as well as the defect content. Moreover, the strain 
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measurements are based on the cross-head displacements following the existing standard for 

tensile testing of plant fibres AFNOR NF T 25-501. Therefore, we can not exclude drawbacks 

from the method of measurement, and the use of an extensometer or DIC methods should be 

adapted to such small entities in the future for more accuracy. However, despite the high 

variability observed with tensile testing at the unitary fibre scale, we should mention that the 

properties are averaged in composites, where thousands of fibres are used. Therefore, 

Impregnated Fibre Bundle Tests (IFBT) appear as an interesting alternative taking into account 

the averaged back-calculated tensile properties and leading to lower scattering [17, 35, 36]. 

4.3. Overall predicted behaviour  

The displacement applied in the tensile direction to the different fibres represented in Figure 8a 

validates the boundary conditions corresponding to a tensile test, i.e. clamping at the bottom 

and a maximal displacement around 1.4 µm corresponding to 1% deformation at the top. 

Moreover, the deformed fibres show an elongation in the direction 3 as well as a shrinkage in 

the directions 1 and 2 compared to the initial structures (dark outlines). The displacements in 

the directions 1 and 2 in Figure 9 reveal asymmetrical displacement field induced by the 

geometry (orientation and sectional variation) of the fibres. The assumed linear-elasticity allows 

to capture the stress heterogeneity at the surface of the fibres from X-ray µ-CT, as illustrated by 

the stress component �33 (Figure 8b). The examination of this component reveals stress 

heterogeneity according to the loading condition and fibre morphology. Since the fibre has a 

yield stress, the continuous increase in loading magnitude does not allow to capture the real 

stress component magnitude which is for its high level overestimated in the present model. 

However, the model still captures the stress concentrations induced by the surface roughness. 

To the contrary, the cylindrical model fibre exhibits homogeneous values. 
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Figure 10 depicts the estimated Young’s modulus as a function of porosity for all studied fibres. 

For the model fibre, a perfectly linear relationship between Young’s modulus and porosity 

content (p) is observed, with a decrease of 10% for a porosity content of 10% compared to the 

filled fibre:  

& ()<=) = −0.651 ∗ @(%) + 65,07; D� = 1    (10) 

 Therefore, it follows a rule of mixtures when considering the fibre as a two-phases composite 

made of cell material and air. In fact, several models have been developed in order to assess the 

relationship between Young’s modulus and porosity content for various materials [37]. In the 

case of low porosity content (generally less than 10%), the reduction of Young’s modulus is only 

influenced by the void fraction and the relationship is linear since the main deformation 

mechanism is tensile loading, i.e. no flexion is induced by the void structure. The diameter 

dependency of Young’s modulus was also investigate by Placet et al. [24] with an analytical 

model based on the thick laminated composite tube model. Contrary to our study, the authors 

considered the fibre cross-section with lumen instead of the filled cross-section for the 

calculations and observed a trend in the same range: an underestimation between 15 and 25% of 

Young’s modulus for a lumen content varying between 10 and 20%. Although the influence on 

Young’s modulus of such low porosity content (inferior to 7%, as depicted by µ-CT) is minor, 

the damage mechanisms might be more impacted.  

A similar linear relationship can be found for the fibres a, b, c, d with no variation along the 

length of the fibres (Fibres-NV): 

                  & ()<=) = −0.706 ∗ @(%) + 65.08; D� = 1                 (11) 

Consequently, the fibre morphology does not seem to influence the overall Young’s modulus in 

this model under the assumption of linear elasticity and MFA=0°. This is contradictory to the 
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findings of Gassan et al. [18] or Del Masto et al. [19], who concluded to the influence of the 

degree of ellipticity on Young’s modulus. In particular, Del Masto et al. highlighted a decrease 

in apparent stiffness of hemp fibres with increasing degree of ellipticity due to the introduction 

of heterogeneous axial and shear stresses and strains in the cell walls. However, they have 

shown that the origin of this behaviour is not purely geometrical but enhanced by different 

factors such as the microfibril initial orientation and reorientation upon tensile testing, or 

viscoelasticity, which are not considered in this model.  

For fibres a, b, c, d with variation along their length, the slope is steeper, i.e. Young’s modulus 

decreases more drastically with the porosity content, i.e. a 5% porosity content lead to more 

than 12% decrease for Young’s modulus, and the determination coefficient is lower (D� = 0.92). 

In order to better understand the origin of the differences observed for the fibres a, b, c and d, 

the evolution of the position of the centres of mass along the cross-sections of fibres a, b, c and d 

are plotted in Figure 11. The centres of mass are calculated as the brightness-weighted average 

of the x and y coordinates of all pixels. It reveals that the centre of mass of each fibre varies 

between 0.5 and 1.5 µm along both directions, which is far from being negligible for fibres with 

diameters between 10 to 20 µm. Moreover, the highest variations are observed for fibres a and 

d. The possible origin of theses variations along the fibre length are further illustrated in Figure 

11b, where the evolution of centre of mass along a typical fibre presenting an irregular shape 

and not perfect alignment with respect to the tensile direction is schematically represented. By 

comparing Young’s moduli of the filled fibres with and without variations along their length 

(Figure 12), it can be seen that the filled fibres without variations along their length (-F-NV) 

exhibit the same Young’s modulus around 65 GPa. Consequently, different fibre cross-sectional 

shapes kept constant along the fibres do not influence the stiffness in such simple model (elastic 

domain, MFA=0). On the other hand, strong differences are observed for the corresponding 

fibres with variations along their length (-F). In particular, Young’s modulus of the fibres a and 
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d decrease of respectively 11% and 2%, whereas the difference is negligible for fibres b and c. As 

a result, the deviation from the rule of mixtures could be attributed at least partly to the 

variations of the position of the centres of mass along the fibres, and especially for fibres a 

and d which exhibits the highest modulus and centre of mass deviations as highlighted in 

Figure 11, explaining their lower values when taking into account the lumen in Figure 10.  

Therefore, although the mode of solicitation is purely uniaxial, the stress transfer is not fully in 

tension: shearing is induced by geometrical considerations. Consequently, the modulus 

calculated from the reaction forces in the tensile direction cannot be considered as the 

longitudinal modulus, but it is more the result of the presence of a combination of longitudinal 

and shear stresses. Several origins for the variation in the position of the centre of mass are 

suggested: variabilities of surface areas usually observed along plant fibres [3, 38], but also twist 

[39, 40] and not perfect alignment [41] during X-ray µ-CT experiments. Both contributions 

cannot be solely separated but they reflect the intrinsic and experimental variabilities 

encountered with plant fibres.  

4.4. Predicted stress heterogeneity  

The resulting axial and shear stress distributions along fibres a, b, c, d and M-3 are plotted on 

longitudinal cross-sections in the (13) and (23) planes in Figure 13 and Figure 14 respectively.  

The mean values of axial stresses σ�� in the tensile direction on the overall volume are quite 

similar for all fibres. However, the distribution of σ�� shows heterogeneities both at the surface 

and within the cell walls at a different extend for fibre a, b, c and d (Figure 13a). The stress 

distributions of σ�� and σ�� also highlight stress concentrations (Figure 13b and c). However, 

the mean stress levels are negligible compared to σ�� and will not be addressed in the rest of the 

study. No shear stresses implicating the tensile direction σ�� and σ�� are discernible on the 

model fibre apart from close to the boundaries (Figure 14a and b). However, both shear stress 
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inhomogeneities seem enhanced by the presence of surface roughness, variations of external 

outlines and lumen shapes along the fibres a, b, c, d. The values range from negative to positive 

similarly for σ�� and σ��. In addition, the shear stresses  σ�� not involving the tensile direction 

are marginal (Figure 14c) and will not be addressed in the rest of the study.  

The stress concentrations of the most contributing stress components in tensile testing (i.e. ���, 

��� and ���) were further quantified by plotting their maximum values on transverse cross-

sections 5 µm apart along the fibres (plane 12), as well as resulting stress fields at particular 

locations of interest (Figure 15 and Figure 16). Therefore, high axial stress concentrations are 

observed along the fibres a, b, c, d (Figure 15), reaching 4500 MPa for fibre c at a particular 

location. Even if the values are unrealistic due to the assumption of linear elasticity, it highlights 

the possible stress concentration induced by both surface roughness and intricate lumen shape, 

as evidenced by the profiles 1 and 2 plotted along the diameter of fibre c (Figure 15-bottom). In 

comparison, their related fibres without variation along their length (NV) show almost constant 

maximum axial stress between 750 and 850 MPa when excluding the stress concentrations 

induced by the boundary conditions at the edges.  

The maximum shear stresses σ�� and σ��  involving the direction of tensile loading are plotted 

in Figure 16. As for axial stress, the variation along the fibres seems to enhance the 

heterogeneity of the shear stress field, with maximum shear stresses between 50 and 250 MPa 

whereas they do not reach more than 35 MPa for the fibres -NV and M-0. Therefore, it confirms 

the presence of shear stress concentrations within the fibre cell walls when taking into account 

the morphology variations along the fibres a, b, c and d (Figure 11). In literature, few models 

considered variations of sections along the fibres. In particular, a sinusoidal variation of cross-

section along circular and elliptical fibres was used in the FEA developed by Del Masto et 

al.[42], showing no consequence on the tensile response in terms of shape but high stress 

concentrations induced by the varying cross-sections. In our study which considers a more 
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complex fibre external shape and internal lumen than previous studies, the results of the 

numerical model confirmed that both lumen intricate shape and surface roughness are sites of 

stress concentrations. The axial stress concentrations as can be seen close to the internal 

porosities of the fibres from tomography in Figure 13 or on the enlarged area of fibre c and 

related line plots in Figure 15 (bottom) are induced by geometrical singularities, and more 

precisely the curvatures in the direction perpendicular to the tensile loading. Finally, 

heterogeneous shear stresses involving the tensile direction are also introduced by the 

geometrical considerations (i.e. variations of cross-sections and misalignment with respect to 

the tensile direction) as evidenced in Figure 14 and Figure 16. It could therefore contribute to 

the decrease of Young’s modulus observed in Figure 10 compared to the values predicted by a 

rule of mixtures. Moreover, shear stress might also be involved in the initiation or propagation 

of fibre failure. In conclusion, both surface roughness, lumen intricate shape or even smaller 

cavities characterizing defected areas could therefore be in competition to drive the failure of 

the fibre by different loading paths (i.e. shear or tensile), depending on which will require less 

energy to propagate the crack at the crack tip following Griffith’s criteria [43]. Consequently, the 

damage analysis by in situ surface observation such as optical or electronic microscopy under 

mechanical loading does not appear as a reliable method to detect bulk rupture mechanisms. In 

particular, complementary work should be conducted in the future by taking into account 

defects and performing in situ tensile testing and high-resolution X-ray µ-CT, allowing to 

decipher the various mechanisms leading to the fibre failure.  

As a result, the stress-strain curves of fibres a, b, c and d and the extreme model fibres with 

porosity content of 0 and 10% (M-0 and M-10) are displayed in Figure 17, together with the 

experimental data for the Bolchoï variety. Therefore, differences of porosity content and 

geometrical considerations inducing shearing despite a tensile loading seem to partly explain 

the scattering of behaviours observed experimentally. However, Young’s moduli are 
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overestimated compared to experimental data, and the non-linearities are not taken into 

account by the rather strong hypothesis of the model, i.e. linear elasticity and microfibril angle 

equal to 0.  

5. Conclusions  

The consequences of the flax intricate morphology on its tensile properties were investigated by 

implementing a finite element model in the elastic domain based on tomography volumes. 

Axial and shear stress concentrations were observed close to the intricate lumen shape and 

surface roughness, highlighting their potential to act as crack departure depending on their 

geometry. In particular, maximum axial stresses between 1000 and 4500 MPa and maximum 

shear stresses between 50 and 250 MPa were reported along the fibres from µ-CT, indicating 

stress concentrations even if the values are not realistic due to the linear elastic assumption. 

Moreover, Young’s modulus was shown to decrease with the increase of porosity content more 

drastically than a simple rule of mixtures, attributed to the shear induced by geometrical 

considerations. Indeed, both the intrinsic variability of diameter along the fibres and not perfect 

alignment of the fibre with respect to the tensile direction influence the resulting tensile 

stiffness. As a prospect, the microfibril orientation and reorientation upon tensile testing will be 

studied experimentally and integrated in the model in order to better fit the experimental data. 

A further step would be to take into account other phenomena such as viscous and plastic 

behaviours, as well as to investigate other types of mechanical solicitations and environments 

that reflect the variety of conditions being encountered during a composite part lifetime.   
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Figure captions 

Figure 1: General approach of FEA based on 3D geometries obtained by X-ray µ-CT. 

Figure 2: Meshings of different coarseness, resulting axial stress component ��� (in Pa) and Young’s 

modulus (GPa) as a function of the degrees of freedom. 

Figure 3: (a) Young's modulus as a function of the filled model fibre length, (b) Maximum axial stress 

��� along the filled model fibre of 140 µm. 

Figure 4: Transverse isotropic model with MFA=0: inputs. 

Figure 5: Evolution of the external transverse surface area along four flax fibres (a, b, c and d), from X-

ray microtomography data. 

Figure 6: Evolution of the aspect ratio along four flax fibres (a, b, c and d), from X-ray microtomography 

data. 

Figure 7: Porosity profile along four flax fibres (a, b, c and d), corresponding longitudinal cross-sections 

of the fibres and 3D views revealing the internal lumen after image processing (right).  

Figure 8: (a) Displacement in the tensile direction 3 corresponding to 1% deformation applied to the 

fibres, with initial fibre geometries in black; (b) resulting axial stress component ���, in the plane (23). 

Figure 9: Top: Displacement in the direction 1 corresponding to 1% deformation applied to the fibres in 

the plane (13); bottom: Displacement in the direction 2 corresponding to 1% deformation applied to the 

fibres in the plane (23). 

Figure 10: Numerically predicted Young's modulus of the different fibres used in the study as a function 

of their porosity content, and related linear fit. 

Figure 11: (a) Evolution of the position of the centres of mass along the cross-sections of fibres a, b, c 

and d; (b) Example of mass centre evolution along a fibre with irregular shape and misalignment with 

respect to the fibre axis. 

Figure 12: Young’s modulus of filled fibres from X-ray microtomography with (-F) and without 

variations along their length (-NV-F).  



Figure 13: Distribution of axial stresses (a) ���, (b) ��� and (c) ��� on longitudinal cross-sections of 

different fibres in the planes (13) and  (23). 

Figure 14: Distribution of shear stresses (a) ���, (b) ��� and (c) ��� on longitudinal cross-sections of 

different fibres in the planes (13) or (23). 

Figure 15: Top: Maximum axial stress ��� along cross-sections of fibres a, b, c and d with and without 

variations along their length as well as model fibre M-0; bottom: axial stress along a longitudinal cross-

section of fibre c with and without variation along its length, and resulting axial stress profile along two 

lines (1 and 2).  

Figure 16: Maximum shear stresses ��� and ���  along cross-sections of fibres a, b, c and d with and 

without variations along their length, and model fibre M-0. 

Figure 17: Experimental stress-strain curves and resulting from the FEA of fibres a, b, c, d and the model 

fibre with porosity content of 0 and 10% (M-0 and M-10). 

 





































Table captions 

Table 1: Summary of samples and related parameters used for the finite element analysis. The fibres a, 

b, c and d are based on the volumes obtained directly from X-ray tomography. The fibres a-NV, b-NV, 

c-NV and d-NV were created from the extrusion of the cross-section at one extremity of fibres a, b, c 

and d respectively. The internal porosity of both fibre types (a, b, c and a-NV, b-NV, c-NV) was 

removed by image processing leading to the volumes -F and -NV-F respectively. Finally, cylindrical 

fibres called fibres models with a diameter of 15 µm and a lumen content of 0, 1, 3, 5 and 10% are called 

respectively M0, M1, M3, M5 and M10. As an illustration, fibres a, a-NV, a-F, a-NV-F and M3 are 

depicted in the table. 

Table 2: Aspect ratio, transverse surface area and porosity content of four flax fibres (a, b, c and d) 

obtained from µ-CT data, with µ the mean value and σ the standard deviation. Last column represents 

the mean values of the fibres a, b, c, d. 

 



Table 1: Summary of samples and related parameters used for the finite element analysis. The fibres a, 

b, c and d are based on the volumes directly obtained from X-ray tomography. The fibres a-NV, b-NV, 

c-NV and d-NV were created from the extrusion of the cross-section at one extremity of fibres a, b, c 

and d respectively. The internal porosity of both fibre types (a, b, c and a-NV, b-NV, c-NV) was removed 

by image processing leading to the volumes -F and -NV-F respectively. Finally, cylindrical fibres called 

fibres models with a diameter of 15 µm and a lumen content of 0, 1, 3, 5 and 10% are called respectively 

M0, M1, M3, M5 and M10. As an illustration, fibres a, a-NV, a-F, a-NV-F and M3 are depicted in the 

table.  

 

Name 

Porosity 

content 

(%) 

Dof 

(x106) 

Mean volume 

of element 

(x10-3 µm3) 

Variations 

along fibre 

length 

Typical 

morphology 

a 7.30 2.2 15 X 

 

b 2.60 4.3 15 X 

c 0.01 4.8 25 X 

d 0 4.2 23 X 

a - NV 0.95 1.1 36  

 

b - NV 3.53 1.3 49  

c - NV 0.01 1.9 66  

d - NV 0 1.7 55  

a - F 0 1.8 24 X 

 

b - F 0 2.8 20 X 

c - F 0 3.7 33 X 

a - NV - F 0 0.9 46  

 

b - NV - F 0 1.0 64  

c - NV - F 0 1.6 81  

M-0 0 0.5 206  

 

M-1 1 0.7 143  

M-3 3 0.8 129  

M-5 5 0.8 120  

M-10 10 0.7 135  

 



Table 2: Aspect ratio, transverse surface area and porosity content of four flax fibres (a, b, c and d) 

obtained from µ-CT data, with µ the mean value and σ the standard deviation. Last column represents 

the mean values of the fibres a, b, c, d. 

Flax sample Fibre a Fibre b Fibre c Fibre d Mean 

Aspect ratio µ 1.48 1.26 1.04 2.07 1.46 

σ 0.17 0.04 0.01 0.12 0.38 

Transverse surface 

area  (µm2) 

µ 54 103 192 145 124 

σ 4.3 4.9 2.5 5 51.0 

Porosity (%) µ 7.2 2.6 0.1 0 2.5 

σ 4.0 1.1 0.2 0 2.9 

 




